WHAT PEOPLE SAY about Tale of a Job Interview at OhlalaLand
OhlalaLand listed as the First of “The Must-Sees” at the 29th international Book Fair in Geneva –L’Hebdo
“In my years in the Industry I am often asked for advice from people on how to get started–how to land that :irst job.
But I’ve never come across such a creative approach as this! Ms Batailler has crafted an unexpected and wildly
imaginative narrative in her quest to scale those studio walls. She deserves a good long interview—at the very
least!!” –Ron Judkins, two-time Academy Awards Winner & five-time Nominee.
“Stephanie Batailler has made an exotic adventure out of a desultory job interview, a dream out of a dilemma…Ms.
Batailler takes the won out of “wonderful” and turns it into winsome.” –Frank Hazard, author of Escape From Phalaris, the Sow Belly
stories, and The Fatal Heist.

“Imagine a job interview on Mr. Toad's wild ride down the rabbit hole through the land of Oz with fantastical
creatures of wonderland narrated like the cult :ilm classic A Christmas Story…A comical looking glass on modern
society.” –Goodreads
“A fun and witty satire about an aspiring :ilmmaker. Same thing as when I step into the :ighter's cage: I can’t wait to
see how the story unfolds.” –Herb Dean, four-time consecutive World MMA Awards Winner.
“It’s a job interview gone crazy...I can assure you that the author has an over:lowing imagination and I adore it!” –
BookPlaisir

“You’ve got to differentiate yourself. And she (the author) succeeded 100%.” –Le Réveil Normand (France)
“The :irst rule of storytelling whether it’s a movie, a television show, or a book, is to create characters the audience
likes and can relate to. Tale of a Job Interview does just that.” –H. Daniel Gross, EVP The Basketball Channel (former Development
Executive at Miramax/Dimension Films.)

“Funny, imaginative, charming, and heartfelt, Tale of a Job Interview at OhlalaLand is the perfect pick-me-up for the
hopeful (or hopeless) seeker of employment.” –Amazon reader.
“A modest volume by its size…but a bold approach that we believe will pay off as for readers who are also employers,
they will de:initely enjoy the book, discovering that there is a new way to ‘sell yourself’.” –Daily Book.
“So many times in America we settle on a job we really don't want. Those lies that we are told to never stop
dreaming that you can be anything you want, but in reality society creates so many road blocks and often the gate
keepers are sitting on mount high. It's people like Stephanie that shows us to keep pushing.” –Hannibal’s review (iBook)
For more info : www.ohlalalandstories.com; info@ohlalalandstories.com

